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The Editorial
Curi(e)osity is a student-led magazine. What better to explore in this
issue than something all students strive for: social desirability. The theme,
therefore, is Social Desirability Bias. A term used in social science
research, it is defined as a response bias that leads people to respond in
ways they think will be viewed favourably by people, making them look
‘socially desirable’. People tend to exaggerate the qualities which might
be alluring while scarcely mentioning any that may seem unattractive. This
kind of response is often seen on platforms created for people to interact
or present themselves which they end up doing in a way that portrays
them as normal yet extraordinary. The second issue of Curi(e)osity
explores social desirability from the perspectives of all five of the STEEM
fields. While most of us wonder how Social Desirability Bias relates to
everyday life and STEEM subjects, you would be taken aback by how
relevant it is for not only people our age, but also younger and older
generations. How often do we buy the latest iPhone or iPad just because
our friends have got it? How often do we start to support a particular
football team just because the rest of the city supports it to. Being one of
the major issues teenagers face in today’s day and age, Curi(e)osity will
enlighten you on topics ranging from the psychology of Social Desirability
Bias to how it’s aggravated by social media and technology. How many of
you believe that schools is just a medium of earning money for institutions
and professors? If you ask them these questions, their socially desirable
answer would be to provide quality education for all. Delving into these
questions really opens up our minds to the different perspectives of
organisations, general public and even social media. You might be
surprised to read about the fact that there’s a bias in robot-human
interactions and masking data as well. The second issue of Curi(e)osity
notifies you on all of these topics and would possibly help you in avoiding
these ‘mistakes’ or ‘biases’ in the future. To cap it all of, our magazine
has also teamed up with the Cash Club Indore, Balance Boxes NP and
United Under Arts, therefore expanding our reach significantly.
Siddhant Jhawar
Managing Editor

Ayan Maheshwari
Editor in Chief

Antara Pande
Senior Editor

Why should we desire social acceptance?
Late summer nights,
Shoreside; bent pages, licked fingers,
Piece by piece, gathering breadcrumbs
Of thought and perception.
Meet me in a land of hopes and dreams,
A land of velvet skies and sea whispers.
Darling, slip beneath the surface with me,
And together we will discover, abstraction and wonder.

An escape, a world where we remain ourselves. No bias, no pressure, no expectations.
In today’s society, even answering a survey about oneself has right answers; the ones
expected. Filling out a form to do volunteer work because it will look good on your college
applications?
Question 1: Why do you want to volunteer for this project?
Answer 1: option C. Passionate about social awareness. Or shall I say about getting into
college?
Question 2: Which area do you prefer to work in?
Answer 2: option E. Any and all. Doesn’t really matter, she’s doing it for her college
remember?
Question 3: How likely are you to suggest the project to your friends on a scale of 1 to 10?
Answer 3: 10. She definitely won’t be telling them. You see, her application has to have
more.

So you see how this works now.
This tendency to respond with an answer considered favorable by others is
commonly known as the Social Desirability Bias. It seems to interfere with various
studies revolving around self-reports or surveys. Especially in terms of abilities,
personality, sexual behavior, drug use, etc. It is the outcome of our right to speech
and having our own opinions, influenced by this society that we live in. The society
that allegedly knows right from wrong, good from evil, respectable from outcast,
treasured from forgotten, and tolerable from unacceptable. The same society that
determines our worth from birth, our religion, our race, our class, is that really what a
person is? Or is it the choices they make? The path they choose for themselves?
And yet, more than 80% of surveys answered are under the influence of this social
desirability bias.
The only way we can change this is to change ourselves, to begin with anonymous
voices, if nothing else, but to bring about a change in the perception of society in
today’s day and age. So let’s together slip beneath the surface and find that
abstraction & wonder we search for. Let’s end this Social Desirability Bias
-Punya Kapoor

Absolute Truth
Laughing faces and smirking smiles
Hushed voices and toxic opinions,
Make on the soul a deep incision.
Thus the human burns to be accepted and loved.
Jumps into the false fire,
Which brings consequences dire.
Masquerading the reality, to meet more nods,
Embracing the evil, ignoring the flaws.
We're all one of a kind, different and unique
However, to be in the 'crowd' we always seek.
Why can't the truth, sweet and pure, be left uncovered?
Why can't the world see facts, perspectives and thoughts discovered?
- Gauri Chaturvedi

How Technology
Aﬀects
Originality

Each one of us is vulnerable to social

approval. In this new technology-driven
era, we pay a lot of attention to our
status in society; our vulnerability is the
strength of social media apps. Imagine
you post a picture on Instagram: notice
how frequently you check your phone to
keep track of the number of likes you
got. It is an outrageous number, isn't
it? This is exactly how the companies
keep you hooked to your gadgets and
the sole reason for this is that you
believe likes determine if you are 'liked'
by people. And this is just the start of
losing your originality.
We pretend to be someone we are not
and say things which we would
probably not say. In the simple areas
of creativity, we depend on technology
to help us. Even in day-to-day life, a
teenager, before going out, scrolls
through Pinterest, which has millions
of users, for hairstyle and outfit ideas.
Technology permits us to access huge
amounts of resources

which implies that our own innovation is
not valuable anymore, when we have
all the solutions just a few clicks away!
And with the news travelling so swiftly,
it makes it easier for you to catch up
with the trends, even when those who
worship these trends do not understand
it themselves. Everyone has developed
a tendency to not even think twice
before googling an answer. The phrase
'google it' has become rather common
these days, with 5.6 billion Google
searches per day.
Let me take you through the behindthe-scenes of a creative idea. It starts
as nothing, an empty space, no colour,
no creativity. That is soon sketched in
by creative artists which results in the
birth of a new idea. This often happens
with brainstorming or interacting with
people and as a result, you exchange
opinions with people. But all this is
reduced due to the extensive use of
technology. Influencers usually hold a
lot of creative freedom in content
creation, and that same perception that
they are the ideal humans affects
teenagers. We are unknowingly coerced
into homogeneity by social media. This
leads to them driving our rational brain
into thinking like influential people.

On the contrary, many argue information does not eliminate creativity and
originality. Through the advancement of technology, ideas can now be set free
and come to life in the physical world! Usage of different apps enhances
creativity in an individual and in doing what it does best, it increases efficiency.
Creativity by no means has to be limited to discovering an original idea. It is all
about adding different layers. Additionally, it has a low cost of failure which
makes innovation more desirable. It is almost as anyone could become a creative
artist using this huge database of tools and techniques. It is also stated that
technology is an ever-changing landscape. It is a requirement to adapt to
technology to survive.
With this being said, I do not think that editing in-built templates can turn into
something original. It is truly impossible to be yourself with such ideas lingering
over your head. Creativity is purely you and though technology is an important
tool to achieve that it hinders originality. Following influencers, replying with the
in-built messages on Gmail or even using Canva to create something, it is
effective, it is productive, and it is easy. But is it you?

"Technology is a useful servant,
but a harmful master”

-Siya Shahra

Econo-cynicism-The unvarnished
truth
How often do students tell teachers “I only aim
for straight A's”? How often do firms declare
“earning high profits is our primary motive”?
Yet, if asked what they strive for, students
often reply that they strive for knowledge and
not marks. This tendency, called social
desirability bias, is very commonly
encountered in economics. We students, at a
microeconomic level are also consumers, and
thus, deal with econo-cynicism. It is an
inclination to believe that all economic agents
or producers are purely working towards selfinterest, such as gaining profits or capturing a
larger market share.
But how does this affect students?
As students, we are also consumers of a
service being provided to us: education.
But what if we begin to believe that
providing education is only a medium of
earning money for institutions and
professors? This is because, if asked,
these firms only give the socially desirable
answer - of believing in providing quality
education.
But how to find out which goods and
services are worth it, economically and
socially, while dealing with the social
desirability bias?
The answer is simple. Formulating a concrete
method to understand the producer's
psychology through prepared questions,
capable of making us comprehend their main
motives and intent towards their product.

This could include getting an internship, getting selected for a student-led project
or applying to an institution to get a certain degree. I strongly advocate that in the
coming years, handling this bias becomes a habit for us to be able to recognise
the most economic and beneficial products for a positively bright future.
Another important perspective is that when we grow up and become businessmen
and job-seekers, how do we ensure that this tendency does not affect us? First
off, understanding all aspects of buying a share of a company, for instance, is
extremely essential. While your consultant may only outline its pros for you,
analysing all its possibilities using a fine-tooth comb is the only way to be
prepared for any outcome in the future. The truth, although bittersweet, is that at
an economic level, all firms, producers or the government, do share an ulterior
motive to gain personal benefits; just like a student ultimately does want an A
irrespective of the hard work they put in to achieve it. Therefore, getting to analyse
the amount of determination, passion, and welfare motive a producer has plays a
profound role in making our decisions as consumers.
In my opinion, doing all that we can as a consumer is the only method to not
become a target of Econo-cynicism. 'Every cloud has a silver lining' and so, every
employee or producer does get their own set of ideas into the field. Identifying the
percentage of consumer benefit and self-interest in it, and being content with the
balance is what matters.
We all, at some point in our careers, will be expected to give the socially desirable
answer, in an interview or a college application. But believe me, ultimately, being
yourself is what separates you from the crowd, making you unique and letting your
intellect blossom. The economic world is strongly overpowered by a social
desirability bias. But things are changing - people now prefer a raw overview of
every good they purchase, and can also easily identify this bias occurring.
Soon, we too, will become
entrepreneurs or producers, paving
our way into the world of
economics. Now, it's up to us to
contribute towards identifying and
ending this tendency; to create a
loyal ecosystem between
consumers and producers - the
main agents of an efficient
economic system.

-Saadgi Garg

Social Desirability Bias In HumanRobot Interactions
Social desirability bias, as the term suggests is the tendency of respondents to
answer in a way that would be seen favorably by others. This kind of behavior is
very common in humans of course, for example when you’re trying to fit in with
friends, colleagues etc., but could robots and technology also behave that way?
Though it seems ridiculous and far-fetched, could robots, pieces of metal, wheels,
and grippers, also understand emotions in that way and care about what humans
think when they interact?
The CASA assumption was the birth of studying social-psychological phenomena
such as the social desirability effect in human–technology interaction. However,
more detailed theories are needed in order to understand the differences in effects.
One major component in human–robot interaction is anthropomorphism, that is the
assignment of human characteristics or behaviour to a non-human object.
Eventually, different factors that act as social cues that activate other notions such
as the feeling of social presence, were identified and summon distinct stages of
anthropomorphism (For eg. motivational factors or design features such as a
humanoid appearance).
1.Participants often did not show a socially desirable distortion in responses
toward technology.
2.The studies differed in many aspects such as stimulus, the amount/strength
of social cues, sample diversity, contexts and measurement methods, leading
to different results.
3.Replicability crisis (where studies were difficult and even impossible to
replicate).
4.Most of the studies only used a small sample size and thus are likely
underpowered.
5.Analyses were not always controlled for multiple-testing and used several
measures, making the significant results less convincing.
6.Effect of interindividual differences of the participants.
Therefore, concepts such as the three-factor theory of anthropomorphism, contextual
factors and interindividual differences need to be studied more substantially and
sample sizes should be validated based on these theories. Past studies and the low
power in social robotics experiments suggest that the social desirability effect is
overestimated by some. This does not mean that the theory does not hold, but that
the effect size might be much smaller and that effect sizes vary across situations and
people, i.e. results are real, but often not practically purposeful because of small effect

However, factors need to be recognized, that lead to strong effects and outline
circumstances in which social desirability effect needs to be considered in
evaluation design. If the social desirability effect is true it would be recommended
that a robot be evaluated by a different device, in order to achieve an unbiased and
fair outcomes (even though the self-evaluation of a robot service would be much
easier as no other device is needed and thus saves costs, effort and time).

If true, this bias causes a problem with conducting research with self-reports and
it hinders the interpretation of tendencies, individual differences, etc. An approach
to reduce social desirability bias could be to alter the interaction into a different
less socially appealing, more mechanic mode. To sum up, finding a negligible
effect, does prove that the social desirability effect does not exist or is only small.
A social desirability effect in human–robot interaction would have very practical
results, especially for the evaluation of social robots, but instead of simply
hypothesising that computers or robots as social actors, more careful investigation
is required on why and to what degree this can be expected in a particular
circumstance.

- Vanshika Sangla

Masking Data - An Eﬀective Solution
To Social Desirability Bias
Social desirability bias is fairly simple: the portrayal of the higher and more socially
acceptable and applauded version of oneself which sometimes involves not being
completely honest just to create a version of oneself that checks all the boxes on
society's list of standards and expectations. For example, if a person has broken
rules, they might report otherwise because that will make their reputation more
socially acceptable. Indirect questioning plays a huge role in reducing social
desirability bias. Responders usually consider themselves as more ethical than their
peers, manifesting a requirement to seem more sociable than they really are. The
social nature of the differences between direct and indirect questioning groups, and
therefore the attribution of an undesirable trait to an out-group but not an in-group
target, supports the view that subjects projected their beliefs and evaluations within
the indirect response situation.

The hassle to amass a straight 'yes' or 'no' response, in this context, will
pose serious questions to the reliability and generality of the results. One of
the solutions to the problem is to shield the social standing of participants in
a given matter and thus reduce the probabilities of false reporting. This is
often achieved by aiding the respondent with a randomization device
capable of generating binary outcomes. In its simplest form, say, we offer a
box containing the cards with the question 'do you favour item b over item
a' with proportion x and the question 'do you favour item b over item a' with
proportion (1-x); the respondent is asked to select any card and reply to
the question written on it without disclosing the question. Withstanding, the
true standing of respondents is now being masked. It is essential to note
that the extent of masking of the actual status of respondents depends
solely on the worth of which is preset by the investigator and could be
subject to numerous considerations, such as, efficiency, interpretability, and
privacy. As x is the real force behind the making of the true status of
respondents, we named and treated it as, masking parameter throughout
the article.

-Tanya Dhakad

CollaborationsUnited Under Arts:
United Under Arts was founded in October 2019 by Serena
Ding, a then junior at Fiorello H. LaGuardia High School of
Music and Art and Performing Arts, a prestigious dual mission
school known for its premier arts education and for being the
inspiration of the movie Fame. She trained with the Alive Inside
Foundation // Music and Memory and was greatly moved by
their documentary “Alive Inside,” which depicted elderly
dementia patients “coming alive” to music from their childhood.
After training with the foundation, she volunteered weekly at a
nursing home in Queens, NY by playing her saxophone and
witnessed firsthand how music brightens the elders’ days and
helps connect people of all backgrounds and ages. Due to these
experiences, she became determined to provide opportunities in
the arts for as many underserved populations as possible and
thus founded United Under Arts.

Balance Boxes NP:

Balance Boxes is a youth led registered 501(c)3 that provides
students in low-income communities with academic and
enjoyable activities. Each box is created with a designated
theme; this is done to ensure the boxes can be made to the
child’s liking. Balance Boxes include books, educational games,
school supplies, a theme-related toy, art project, and game.
Boxes are also equipped with an easy to make meal and kidfriendly snack to keep the child engaged in the activity. One of
the unique factors of Balance Boxes, is that each student is
provided with information to register their child for free one to
one virtual tutoring.

Cash Club Indore:

Cash Club Indore is one-of-a-kind club, providing financial
education in a fun and exciting way, to the teens. Above all, we
had focused on delivering quality curriculum in addition to an
active application of investment principles. Since then, our
emphasis has been on spreading our mission across the nation,
spreading financial knowledge and professional opportunities
wherever we go.

